The Beginner’s Bible by Zonderkidz
Full of faith and fun, The Beginner’s Bible is a wonderful gift for any child. The easy-to-read text
and bright, full-color illustrations on every page make it a perfect way to introduce young
children to the stories and characters of the Bible. With new vibrant three-dimensional art and
compelling text, more than 90 Bible stories come to life. Kids ages 6 and under will enjoy the
fun illustrations of Noah helping the elephant onto the ark, Jonah praying inside the fish, and
more, as they discover The Beginner's Bible just like millions of children before.
Age Range: 4 - 8 years
Grade Level: Preschool - 3

The Jesus Storybook Bible: Every story whispers his name by Sally Lloyd-Jones

The Jesus Storybook Bible tells the Story beneath all the stories in the Bible. At the center of the Story is a
baby, the child upon whom everything will depend. Every story whispers his name. From Noah to Moses to
the great King David---every story points to him. He is like the missing piece in a puzzle---the piece that makes
all the other pieces fit together. From the Old Testament through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds,
children will pick up the clues and piece together the puzzle. A Bible like no other, The Jesus Storybook Bible
invites children to join in the greatest of all adventures, to discover for themselves that Jesus is at the center
of God's great story of salvation---and at the center of their Story too.

The age range recommended for this Bible is 4-8 years or preschool to 6th grade, but adults will
even enjoy the stories and to see how Jesus is interwoven in every story of the Bible. This is a
great book to read with your kids or grandkids and is also great to give as a gift!

My First Hands-On Bible by Group Publishing
My First Hands-On Bible is the preschooler version of the popular Hands-On Bible, which has
sold over a half million copies. Jesus taught with hands-on lessons and illustrations; My First
Hands-On Bible uses the same experience-based learning to communicate God’s Word in an
active, understandable way. My First Hands-On Bible is a fun and simple yet meaningful way to
engage preschool, pre-K, and K children (ages 3-6) with the Bible while helping them build a
solid faith foundation. Each lesson focuses on a specific Bible point through a variety of
activities in order to reinforce and help young children remember the stories and lessons. Using
common household items, you can help your children have a “hands-on” learning experience
while engaging them in 85 key stories from the Bible. My First Hands-On Bible doesn’t just retell
the Bible stories; it also includes actual Scripture from the easy-to-understand and easy-toread Holy Bible, New Living Translation. In addition to the stories and activities, there are fun
illustrations, prayers, and a special Jesus Connection feature.
Age Range: 4 - 6 years
Grade Level: Preschool - 1

Hands-On Bible by Group Publishing
Jesus taught with hands-on lessons and illustrations. The Hands-On Bible uses the same
experience-based learning to communicate God’s Word in an active, understandable way. This
new edition features updated tip-ins, a more portable size for kids, an attractive cover, and
online parenting helps. With hundreds of fun, memorable activities (A “Do-It” activity in EVERY
feature!) and the full New Living Translation text, the Hands-On Bible is packed with activities
and experiences that invite kids to crawl inside the Scriptures and “do” God’s Word!
Age Range: 6 - 12 years
Grade Level: 1 - 6

Adventure Bible by Zonderkidz
Do you want to take your kids on an adventure through the Bible? The bestselling NIV
Adventure Bible will get them excited about God’s Word! Kids will be captivated with the fullcolor features that make reading Scripture and memorizing their favorite verses engaging and
fun. Along the way you’ll meet all types of people, see all sorts of places, and learn all kinds of
things about the Bible.
Age Range: 8 - 12 years
Grade Level: 4 - 6

God’s Mighty Warrior Devotional Bible by Sheila Walsh
This popular devotional Bible teaches boys how to be the mighty warriors God created them to
be. Even though they are often filled with energy and imagination, boys may not always feel
very mighty. With this devotional Bible in storybook format, boys can learn how to be strong,
honorable, courageous, and true. Selections of Bible text from the International Children’s
Bible® are combined with delightful articles to help a budding warrior earn his armor and grow
strong in the Lord.
Age Range: 4 - 7 years
Grade Level: 1 - 2

God’s Little Princess Devotional Bible by Sheila Walsh
Teach your little princess to learn and grow in the Lord with this best-selling devotional Bible for
girls. A good dose of God’s truth combined with lots of sparkle, God’s Little Princess Devotional
Bible will help your little girl blossom into the faithful princess she was created to be!
Actual International Children’s Bible® text is joined with devotionals and activities that focus on
such virtues as compassion, generosity, and kindness in fun and engaging ways. Girls are sure to
love the updated, extra-shimmery cover, and the content speaks to every family’s felt needs as
they work to raise daughters of the King.
Age Range: 4 - 7 years
Grade Level: 1 – 2

The Early Reader’s Bible by V. Gilbert Beers
Children love the feeling of accomplishment they get from doing things by themselves: getting
dressed, tying their shoes … and especially reading! That's why boys and girls get so excited
about The Early Reader's Bible: the Bible that beginning readers can read all on their own. The
Early Reader's Bible Features: - 64 easy-to-read Bible stories, based on standard public school
word lists - Colorful illustrations, stimulating questions, and real-life applications to increase
children's understanding of God's Word - List of 250 basic words used in public school early
reader books - List of over 200 new words including Bible vocabulary with fewer than five new
words introduced in each story. Help your child learn to associate the words "I can" with
reading and loving Scripture -- and with the child-friendly, best-selling Early Readers Bible.
Age Range: 4 - 8 years
Grade Level: Preschool - 2

The Preschooler’s Bible by V. Gilbert Beers
The classic, best-selling The Preschooler’s Bible offers the ideal follow-up to The Toddler’s
Bible. Over 100 stories include classics, such as the flood, and less-often told stories, such as
Solomon’s request for wisdom. With thoughtful questions and captivating writing, this book
suits story time, bedtime, or family devotions. And vibrant new illustrations by Tammy Lyon add
even more opportunity for Bible discovery. More than a Bible story book, The Preschooler’s
Bible offers parents and Church workers a resource that takes little hearts beyond just hearing
the Bible’s stories to learning to discover God’s truths for themselves.
Age Range: 3 - 5 years
Grade Level: Preschool - 3

Spark Story Bible by Spark House
The Spark Story Bible brings God's word to life through colorful art and rich retellings of 150 of
the most popular Bible stories. Designed for Sunday school and church settings, The Spark Story
Bible is perfect for reading aloud and includes entertaining activities and questions to keep kids
engaged with the text. The 150 stories provide an excellent foundation for a biblical education
that is both inspiring and fun.
The Action Bible by Doug Mauss (Editor), Sergio Cariello (Illustrator)
Here’s the most complete picture Bible ever! And it features a captivating, up-to-date artwork
style—making it the perfect Bible for today’s visually focused culture. The Action Bible presents
215 fast-paced narratives in chronological order, making it easier to follow the Bible’s historical
flow—and reinforcing the build-up to its thrilling climax. The stories in The Action
Bible communicate clearly and forcefully to contemporary readers. This compelling blend of
clear writing plus dramatic images offers an appeal that crosses all age boundaries. Let this epic
rendition draw you into all the excitement of the world’s most awesome story.
Age Range: 9 - 12 years

